IMPROVED:

- **Visibility**
  - Different material on touch pad. Black mat plastic instead of the previous shiny one.
  - Colors make sense. Each activity is designated by a unique color.
  - Bigger "Start" and "Clear" buttons
  - Display text is bigger.

- **Mapping**
  - Extra functions ("Clock" and "Timer") are separated and closer to display.
  - When in the time setting mode, the "Clear" button will only effect the digits entered, instead of clearing the whole function.

- **Affordance**
  - "Clear Off/Open" button that would open the door second time it is clicked, when food is cooked.
  - Elimination of the "Time Cook 2" and the "Auto" button since their functions wasn't clear.
  - Added "AM/PM" button.

- **Feedback**
  - Vent Fan's "Hi" and "Lo" and Light "On" buttons are back-lit.
  - "Start" button is back-lit.